SA Act and Regulations for Local Government as well as the code of conduct need revision
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Informal Gatherings - Cr Hewitson Proposition
Informal Gathering provisions set out at section 90 of the Local Government Act 1999 impose
constraints on the capacity of Elected Members to develop ideas, contribute to strategy formulation and
effectively represent the constituents that elect themi.

Unley Green Brainstorming
The best strategy to produce ideas for consideration was suggested by staff to be a Civic
Precinct Working Groupii with staff support. The group included elected members and St Augustine’s
Church as we use some of their land. Four more were selected from volunteers with a diverse skill set
including a Focus and an SOS person. Because the regulations prevent thisiii elected members need
to be removed so brainstorming ideas do not become reported as fact! An example was the
Messenger Press report that King William Road would be bituminised!

Outcome
This is a forced transfer of power from elected members to staff. The proposals and ideas
lack the input of people who the community asked to represent them! This weakens the quality of
ideas generated because no one at the table has the accountability of an electorate, the knowledge of
the diverse voices and interests combined with financial responsibility of setting rates to pay for
implementation. To remove the professional input of staff, or the passion of vested interests….or the
removed expert would also reduce the quality of ideas generated….. We need the lot and the Act
effectively prevents this.
The Act reduces the capacity and quality of innovative ideas in local Government.

Discussion
Whilst the purpose of the legislation is to afford a further level of transparency in the preliminary decision
making processes of local government, the drafting of the provisions relating to informal gatherings are
clumsy and a little confusing for practical implementation. Working groups are an essential element to
many recommendation processes, with elected members, council officers and community members
collaborating upon strategies, consistent with the consultative requirements under Local Government
Act 1999.
These working groups provide the opportunity for ideas and strategies to be formulated, before they
are presented in a formal meeting environment for consideration. Whilst the informal gathering
provisions don’t prevent this from occurring, they facilitate a level of scrutiny on, and access to, an issue
that is often at the formative stages of development. For example, genuine ‘blue-sky thinking’ or
brainstorming of options for a matter that will ultimately be determined by Council are required to occur
in a public forum when Elected Members are involved in those processes, leaving participants open to
criticism if an observer considers a suggestion outrageous, despite it being at the very early stages of
development.
The Informal Gathering provisions as currently drafted are extremely prescriptive, and yet elements
within the provisions are not well defined, for example, the reference to “planning sessions of a general
or strategic nature.” It could be argued that all working groups are strategic planning, therefore fall within
the definition to allow the meeting to be closed, yet this would appear to be at odds with the intent of
the provisions.
There is a need to revisit the obligations on Local Government, particularly in relation to informal
gatherings or discussions to ensure that the legislation doesn’t prevent Elected Members from
contributing to idea generation and strategy development in advance of a matter being presented to
Council for decision. As elected representatives of the community, Elected Members need the capacity
to convey information regarding community requirements in a manner that is not constrained by formal
decision making processes, but can inform future decisions of the Council.
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1. Code of Conduct – Cr Hewitson Proposition
There are issues with the management of Code of Conduct investigations that effectively prevent
Elected Members from engaging in an active ‘defence’ if the subject of an investigation, or from
communicating information in relation to a Code of Conduct matter. It is also a means by which an
elected member can be silenced by bureaucrats when acting on ratepayers concerns.
Outcome

When a Councillor queries the way staff were handling a tender, and then he receives advice
that we made changes and now have best practice for a fair tender, and passes this on to those who
raised the concern, he is silenced by the code. This results in a secret trial with the prohibition of
collecting evidence or advice until AFTER a judgment is made. The use of the code which silenced
me gives weight to Opposition Local Government and Member for Unley David Pisoni’s comment in
the Sunday mail 7/1/2018 “The current code of conduct is often used as a cover by bureaucrats
and factions to stifle elected members from their constituents wishes” My past newsletters
address the need for tenders for contracts to be competitive…. And not a process that discourages
tenderers. E.g. Who would tender if one competitor designed the tender, then tendered for the job
and then sat on the selection panel?iv How the cost to those who elected us would rise.
My reports to Council in February and March 2017v indicate how I and other Councillors
believe the Ombudsman made the wrong decision and how the code intimidated and silenced me.
The Code is again a transfer of power away from elected members.vi
Discussion
Code of Conduct matters investigated by the Office for Public Integrity, Independent Commissioner
Against Corruption or Ombudsman SA are generally governed by strict confidentiality provisions, which
means any Elected Member who may be the subject of an investigation is prevented from disclosing
any information relating to the matter, without the express permission of the ICAC or Ombudsman, as
the case may be.
In some cases, this presents challenges in terms of mounting an appropriate defence to any allegation
levelled at an Elected Member, as it becomes difficult to gather relevant information without disclosing
that a matter is under investigation.
The Code of Conduct as currently drafted places limited onus on a complainant in terms of the
information that must be submitted when making a complaint, with complaints often used to deal with
matters that equate to personality clashes or differing opinions, rather than more substantial
misconduct. This can result in a significant cost impost on rate payers, as investigations are launched
for matters that could more appropriately be resolved directly between parties.
There has been much media coverage in relation to the deficiencies within the current Code of Conduct
(refer attached article “Overhaul for code on council rogues”, Sunday Mail 07/01/2018 by way of
example) which highlights the deficiencies in the code.vii
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Conflict of Interest provision – Cr Hewitson Proposition

Conflict of interest provisions disempower elected members from representing the community in relation
to council decisions that have potential to impact related parties, even when the impact is remote or
removed.
Unley Central DPA
Councillor Michael Hewitson was advised by council legal advice and staff that I was not allowed to sit
on the Unley Central DPA. This was because my son along with so many other Unley residents had
property on the boundary I was not allowed to share this advice and can now do so because of Cr
Schnell’s breach of the code of conduct report of the Ombudsman. In this advice I was told to go and
hire my own lawyer for advice. viii ‘This advice will be for the Council, which means that it will not be able to
be publicly circulated so as to not jeopardise legal professional privilege. If you wish to have advice that you
can distribute publicly, then I would recommend you seek independent advice relating to your personal
scenarios.”
Another email was providedix by the principal policy planner for the City of Unley to indicate that there
were NO recommendations that would uniquely affect the value of my son’s home. My intention was to
sit, declare a perceived conflict of interest, and if an item came up that was indeed uniquely affecting
the value of the property, to declare a material conflict and leave.
This means that a local Councillor elected to represent his community cannot do so because he is
part of the community, his family lives in the community and is affected along with them. x. The People
of Unley Ward had no one they had elected to represent them.
Even worse… advice was received from the minister with a knowledge of these issues: the xi “request

for Cr Hewitson’s approval and has decided—as there is a very clear material interest at
play—to not provide the approval on this occasion.”

Discussion
Elected Members are elected to represent the views of their community, and there is an expectation
from members of the community that they will contribute across the full gamut of decision making of
council. Conflict of interest provisions are appropriate to ensure that an individual is not able to
participate in decisions that may result in a direct or indirect benefit/detriment to them so as not to
inappropriately influence the decision. However, the complex provisions currently within the legislation
result in a very broad set of circumstances whereby an Elected Member must exclude themselves from
discussing a matter, even when the extent of the potential benefit/detriment is limited.
As the obligation rests on individual Elected Members to determine the nature/extent of any conflict,
this has the potential to impose significant costs on Elected Members if it is necessary to obtain legal
advice. Given the hefty penalties associated with a breach of the material conflict of interest provisions,
it is often safer for an Elected Member to exclude themselves, however, this also removes their capacity
to represent the broader views of the community.

Michael Hewitson AM
Councillor City of Unley
08 82719731
http://michaelhewitson.blogspot.com.au/
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Extracts from Local Government Act 1999 and Local Government (General) Regulations 2013

Local Government Act 1999
90—Meetings to be held in public except in special circumstances
…
(8)

The duty to hold a meeting of a council or council committee at a place open to the
public does not in itself make unlawful informal gatherings or discussion involving—
(a)

members of the council or council committee; or

(b)

members of the council or council committee and staff,

provided that a matter which would ordinarily form part of the agenda for a formal
meeting of a council or council committee is not dealt with in such a way as to obtain, or
effectively obtain, a decision on the matter outside a formally constituted meeting of the
council or council committee.
Examples—
The following are examples of informal gatherings or discussions that might be held under
subsection (8):
(a)

planning sessions associated with the development of policies or strategies;

(b)

briefing or training sessions;

(c)

workshops;

(d)

(8a)

(8b)

(8c)

social gatherings to encourage informal communication between members or
between members and staff.

In addition, an informal gathering or discussion under subsection (8) may only be held
if—
(a)

the council has adopted a policy on the holding of informal gatherings or
discussions; and

(b)

the informal gathering or discussion complies with the policy.

A policy adopted under subsection (8a) must comply with any requirements prescribed
by the regulations, and the regulations may (for example) include requirements that the
policy provide for—
(a)

the imposition of limitations on the holding of informal gatherings or
discussions; and

(b)

procedures for approval of informal gatherings or discussions; and

(c)

the capacity of the council to impose conditions on an approval.

A council may from time to time alter its policy, or substitute a new policy.
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(8d)

The council must ensure that a copy of the policy under subsection (8a) is available for
inspection (without charge) at the principal office of the council during ordinary office
hours and on a website determined by the chief executive officer.

(8e)

A person is entitled, on payment of a fee fixed by the council, to a copy of a policy
under subsection (8a).

5

Local Government (General) Regulations 2013
8AB—Informal gatherings and discussions
(1)

For the purposes of section 90(8b) of the Act, a council must ensure that its policy on the
holding of informal gatherings or discussions—
(a)

provides that designated informal gatherings or discussions must be held at a
place open to the public, unless the designated informal gathering or discussion
is one that the council or chief executive officer has declared may be held in
confidence; and

(b)

provides that the council or chief executive officer will only declare that a
designated informal gathering or discussion may be held in confidence—
(i)

on a case by case basis; and

(ii)

if the designated informal gathering or discussion—
(A)

is a planning session of a general or strategic nature; or

(B)

is a briefing relating to—
•

information; or

•

a matter,

of a confidential nature within the ambit of section 90(3) of the
Act; and
(c)

provides for procedures relating to the holding of designated informal
gatherings or discussions; and

(d)

provides for publication on the council's website of details relating to designated
informal gatherings or discussions, including—
(i)

in all cases—
(A)

the place, date and time at which the designated informal
gathering or discussion will be held; and

(B)

the matter that is to be discussed at the designated informal
gathering or discussion; and

(C)

whether or not the designated informal gathering or discussion
is to be held at a place open to the public; and
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in the case of a designated informal gathering or discussion that will be
held in confidence—the reason for the designated informal gathering or
discussion being held in confidence.

In this regulation—
designated informal gathering or discussion means an event organised and conducted
by or on behalf of the council or chief executive officer to which members of the council
or council committee (as the case may be) have been invited and that involves discussion
of a matter that is, or is intended to be, part of the agenda for a formal meeting of the
council or council committee.

ii

Council determined to establish the Civic Precinct Working Group for the purpose of developing a
precinct plan for the area bounded by Unley Road, Oxford Terrace, Rugby Street and Edmund
Avenue. Three elected members have been appointed to the Working Group (Crs Boisvert, Hewitson
and Lapidge) as well as two representatives from St Augustine’s Parish and four community members
(individuals yet to be determined). The intention of the group was to explore ideas for the precinct
for Council’s consideration. The group would NOT be making any decisions.

iii

Advice given to elected members Tuesday, 9 January 2018 4:39 PM

“The appointment of elected members to the Working Group however activates the requirements
under section 90 of the LG Act, which means that meetings of the Working Group must be convened
in public. Public notification of the meetings of the Working Group must occur, and Council’s policy
provides that “a list of the matters to be discussed at an informal meeting may be published on the
Council’s website in accordance with (i) above. Any notes taken at these sessions may be tabled at
the next Council meeting.” This is also the case for all other ‘informal groups’ currently convened
which include elected members in the group membership.

A key purpose for establishing the Working Group was to develop strategies for advancement of the
Precinct to be considered by Council, to provide a transparent approach to the development of ideas
for any precinct plan for the area and to include key stakeholders in the process. Pleasingly, the
Expression of Interest process has resulted in 17 EOI’s from members of the community wanting to
participate. Given the intent of the Civic Precinct Working Group, and the nature of discussions likely
to occur it is not ideal that meetings of the Working Group be convened in public. This will
potentially place any ideas or opportunities discussed by the Working Group in the public domain, in
advance of any formal consideration of them by Council which I don’t think is practical. We have
already seen a number of stories published based on informal Council comments/ideas raised by
members at workshops. “
iv

The email made untrue claims,

In Jan 2016, I forwarded concerns that our process for managing the
contract were damaging us…. I had been told that the same person was
tendering, was on the selection panel and had designed the project! I
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forwarded an email confirming we had employed legal advice & made
necessary changes. I thought we were doing it right so I proudly shared this
information. I have since learnt that …….. We hadn’t made all the changes
needed. I now know that….
“Concerns about that tender centred on the role of engineer
Scott Williams, who helped develop its technical specifications, and was
project director for the streetlight replacement program.
He is also a director of Complete Urban and lighting company
ENE.HUB, the largest shareholder of ENE.HUB SA which made a bid for the
tender. All three entities operate out of the same Sydney address.”
The person preparing the tender documents was still being allowed to
compete for the tender he designed! This discourages competitive tenders and
would not give us the lowest costs. In March 2017 meeting I was able to move
the motion to let this work to tender with the PROCESS being fair… best
practice… as well as being legal.
Cr Hewitson’s 2017 Spring Newsletter

Rev Submission

to ICAC Printed in the March 2017 report to Council

Ombudsman reference
ICAC reference

Issue/s to be assessed

201605629
2016000654

Whether Cr Hewitson committed misconduct in public
administration by releasing confidential information to his son Dr
Christopher Hewitson and nephew Mr Adam Carey

Submission to ICAC

Reason for the Submission

The submission is to ensure that:
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1. In future investigations elected members are able to understand the
"fault” being investigated and how this may have breached the code.
2. Elected members are able to collect relevant material for their defence.
3. Councillors are not bullied into submission with accusations that deny a
proper democratic process because councillors are cowered into
inaction when action is required and confidence by the community at
large in the process is undermined.
4. To ensure elected members are able to carry out their duties without
being frightened into inaction by heavy legal handedness.
Summary
Cr Hewitson was unable to prepare an adequate defence because
1. He was denied the opportunity to understand the basis of
the charge in relation to the act by being denied the
opportunity to meet the Ombudsman’s staff to have them
explain this.
2. He was denied the opportunity to meet with anyone who
knew how Unley Council operated when after six months
the basis of the charge was that he should have known from
the content of the email alone that it was confidential.v v
3. After the public release of the information evidence that
would have been beneficial to the ombudsman became
available to Cr Hewitson demonstrating that the
Ombudsman’s report was based on a false understanding of
how Unley Council operates.v
4. Despite having knowledge of the full events unavailable to
Cr Hewitson in June 2016; other elected members have
confirmed in writing that the email was not confidential as
claimed. “I stand by the statement that 'any one of us could have sent it',
also anyone of us could have discussed the contents of the email if we had
an enquiry from a resident, or others.”

v

5. Since the reprimand Cr Hewitson forwarded the contents of
another similarly addressed email to 49 residents after
failing to make contact with the GM over the phone. v The
General Manager congratulated me for doing so thereby
further underlining the fact that in Unley not all unmarked
emails are regarded as confidential.v This contradicts by
actual practice the assertion of the Ombudsman in Para 31.
In this case the email was intended without any statement
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that it was “for distribution” to be distributed

Background

Cr Hewitson experienced isolation and charges being prepared by
a team of legal experts employed by Council communicating in legalese with
another team of legal experts in the Ombudsman’s office. He felt bullied and
fixed in stocks whilst being attacked with the charge of “Misconduct of Public
Administration.”

Our democracy depends on a good legal, open and fair process. Cr
Hewitson believes the process was designed to find against him without the
ability to mount a reasonable defence with anyone who was knowledgeable of
the practices of Unley Council.
Cr Hewitson still believes along with other Councillors that the finding
against him is wrong. The content of the email if it was true, need not have
been confidential and was not knowably confidential. (Added to this report to ICAC
24/03/2019 )

At the time Cr Hewitson had no doubts of its veracity.

In Jan 2016, I forwarded concerns that our process for managing the contract were
damaging us…. I had been told that the same person was tendering, was on the selection panel and
had designed the project! I forwarded an email confirming we had employed legal advice & made
necessary changes. I thought we were doing it right so I proudly shared this information. I have since
learnt that …….. We hadn’t made all the changes needed. I now know that….
“Concerns about that tender centred on the role of engineer Scott Williams, who
helped develop its technical specifications, and was project director for the streetlight replacement
program.
He is also a director of Complete Urban and lighting company ENE.HUB, the largest
shareholder of ENE.HUB SA which made a bid for the tender. All three entities operate out of the
same Sydney address.”
The person preparing the tender documents was still being allowed to compete for the
tender he designed! This discourages competitive tenders and would not give us the lowest costs. In
March 2017 meeting I was able to move the motion to let this work to tender with the PROCESS
being fair… best practice… as well as being legal.
Cr Hewitson’s 2017 Spring Newsletter
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However Cr Hewitson wrote to Council Members individually to
“recommend to Council to pass a resolution of reprimand as the Ombudsman
has made a judgement. Even though I disagree with it, I do not believe anything
sensible is to be gained by a long drawn out and expensive legal dispute. I do not
want our Council to become another Burnside.
It is a regret that I was denied the opportunity to discuss this matter with any
fellow councillor, nor our staff and I was unable to discuss the matter with the
OMBUDSMAN’s office. If I had been able to receive other councillors’ advice I
would have been able to provide him with better advice for consideration.”
Cr Hewitson apologised at the January Council meeting and gave an explanation
at the February 27-28th meeting which was duly noted by Council.
“Item 171 council agenda

Explanation re Apology for Breach of Code of Conduct

It was with pride in our Council that I on-sent an email describing what a
wonderful job Council was doing to ensure a good clean tender process.

Months earlier I had advised Council that the Citelum CEO Adam Carey, a
nephew, was not tendering because ‘the person preparing the documents was
also going to compete to do the work.’ Contrary to the statement in The
Messenger on 8th Feb, no relative of mine was competing for the contract.

The email confirmed what I had been told months earlier, that after legal
advice corrections had been made and we had a probity advisor on board. The
email was a good email describing how we were ensuring that all tenderers
could have confidence by ensuring a clean, professional procurement process.
We were told in the email that the matters raised in this “may be in the press
tomorrow” and believing Council wanted us to share with those who had
expressed concern before they read a distorted press version, I on sent it. The
fact that the information was to enter the public domain via the press the
following day implies it was other than confidential.
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The email was not marked Confidential in any way when some Council emails
are.

Despite the Ombudsman describing its content as “relatively benign”; without
allowing me to meet with his staff, nor council staff, nor other elected
members, he decided that I should have known it was confidential. Other
councillors have pointed out that the lack of “for distribution” he saw missing
from the email was a practice that Unley never does.

The Ombudsman determined that a reprimand and an apology were required
and that has been done.

I apologised for on sending an email that I believed was not confidential, was
not marked confidential that 4 days later I learnt the CEO had wanted it
confidential. Council will now change the way emails to Councillors are now
marked.

It is important to us all that Unley Council is open and transparent, can make a
mistake, make changes and be happy to share this with our community.

Michael Hewitson AM
Councillor City of Unley “

At the Council Meeting January 2017 the Apology below was given.

Apology

Of course, I sincerely apologise to the CEO and Council for passing on an email
that appeared to me to be non-confidential, even though it was not marked
confidential, it was an email that our CEO had expected to be confidential.
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Prepared by Unley Council CEO Mr Peter Tsokas

The purpose of this report is for Council to receive a recommendation from the Ombudsman in
relation to a Breach of Code of Conduct Part 3 by Cr Hewitson and to consider appropriate action.

The Ombudsman has provided a final report to Council in relation to a matter referred to their office
by the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption in relation to a potential issue of misconduct
in public administration within the meaning of the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption
Act 2012 (the ‘ICAC Act’).

The referral arose out of a report to the Office of Public Integrity.

The issue assessed was whether Cr Hewitson committed misconduct in public administration by
releasing confidential information. The Ombudsman concluded that Cr Hewitson had failed to
comply with Part 3 of the Code and in doing so committed misconduct in public office within the
meaning of section 5(3)(b) of the ICAC Act.

The Ombudsman has recommended that Council reprimand Cr Hewitson in relation to his disclosure
of confidential information and then Council is required to report to the Ombudsman by 31 March
2017 on the steps taken to give effect to the Ombudsman recommendation or if no steps, the
reason for the inaction.

In accordance with Part 3 of the Code of Conduct for Council Members, the final report of the
Ombudsman: must be provided to a public meeting of the Council within two ordinary meetings of
the Council receiving the recommendations; and Council confirm to the Ombudsman that the report
has been tabled and a resolution passed reprimanding Cr Hewitson.

Open letter

Open and Transparent…. Mistakes
It was with pride in our council when I on-sent an email describing what a
wonderful job Council was doing to ensure a good clean tender process.
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Months earlier I had advised Council that the Citelum CEO Adam Carey, a
nephew, was not tendering because ‘the person preparing the documents was
also going to compete to do the work.’ Contrary to the statement in The
Messenger on 8th Feb, no relative of mine was competing for the contract.

The email confirmed what I had been told months earlier, that after legal
advice corrections had been made and we had a probity advisor on board. The
email was a good email describing how we were ensuring that all tenderers
could have confidence by ensuring a clean, professional procurement process.
We were told in the email that this “may be in the press tomorrow” I believed
Council wanted us to share with those who had expressed concern before they
read a distorted press version. The fact that the information was to enter the
public domain via the press the following day implied it was other than
confidential.

Other Councillors state in writing that: “any one of us could have sent it”.
They could see no confidential information nor commercial information. The
email was not marked Confidential in any way, yet some Council emails are.

Despite the Ombudsman describing its content as “relatively benign”; without
allowing me to meet with his staff, nor council staff, nor other elected
members, he decided that I should have known it was confidential. Other
councillors have pointed out that the lack of “for distribution” he saw missing
from the email was a practice that Unley never does.

The Ombudsman determined that a reprimand and an apology were required
and that has been done.

I apologised for on sending an email that I believed was not confidential, was
not marked confidential that 4 days later I learnt the CEO had wanted it
confidential. Council will now change the way emails to Councillors are
marked.

It is important to us all that Unley Council is open and transparent, can make a
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mistake, make changes and be happy to share this with our community.

Michael Hewitson AM
Councillor City of Unley

Conclusion
Elected members who have had a complaint made to the OPI should have the
opportunity to meet with the OMBUDSMAN’s staff to understand the charge
and how this contravenes the code of conduct. Elected members should have
access to Council resources approved by the OMBUDSMAN for the purposes of
preparing a defence to better inform the office BEFORE a decision is made.

vi

Dr AH Hunt 4/02/2018 3 points Allan is a Medical Doctor with a Master degree in Law

1 While I understand the need for 'commercial in confidence' prior to the acceptance of a contract, I cannot agree that this
'confidence' (aka secrecy) has any place in public/govt affairs once the contract has been signed.
We rightly condemn corrupt practices/nepotism etc in other parts of the world. And we should do the same in the Western
world, and not hide behind the veil of 'commercial in confidence'.
2 the job of any administration (incl 'civil servants') is to give unbiased advice to their board/council/government, and
to implement their board's decisions.
It is not their job to tell their board what their decisions should be.
3 Surely the essence of 'natural justice' is a fair hearing (prior notice of the case and the opportunity to present their own
case), unbiased decisions, and transperancy. Any case fails if any one of these is missing.
A pity the State Ombudsman is either not aware of this, chooses to ignore it, or is hamstrung by the legislation under which he
operates.

PS: if it isn't marked 'secret' by the owner of a document, it isn't secret!!!
The alternative (as suggested by the Ombudsman) is that all recipients make their own judgement, based on 'what they aught
to know" and the (unstated) intention of the sender.
This is a recipe for chaos, as one person's judgement is likely to differ from the next person. Apart, of course, from the
Ombudsman!!!
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Council advice that I had a material conflict.

This is now a public record showing how the regulations and their application are used by staff to
disempower elected members from communication with those who they represent!
Unley Central

15
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The advice as can be seen in the email below was that the email was confidential…… however the
OMBUDSMAN decided to publish it as below
Bob Schnell Ombudsman Code of conduct
Amended and Redacted Final Report Full investigation pursuant to referral under section 24(2)(a) of
the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption Act 2012 Public Authority City of Unley Public
Officer Cr Robert Schnell Ombudsman reference 2017/03847 ICAC reference 2017/000229;
2017/000273

Re Cr A….. With a son living on the boundary obviously Michael Hewitson
The presenter was lawyer Michael Kelledy. He gave us advice to help us determine if we have
conflict of interest; perceived or material. The outcome was: 1) [Elected Member A] should declare a
material conflict because his son made a DPA submission and deputation. The son lives on the
boundary of the DPA and his amenity will be affected (by overlooking). [Elected Member A] should
absent himself from the meeting.

14. On 21 February 2017 at 11:31am Cr Schnell emailed [the journalist] again: [the journalist]
“Off the record… You’re going to love this.
Despite [Elected Member A] being clearly told last night that he has a conflict, he still doesn’t get it.
Here’s an email exchange between him and the staff…. “
Dear Councillor [Elected Member A]
From my observations, you were not singled out by the CEO. You asked a question and Michael
Kelledy provided a response. From my perspective, the CEO was just trying to use an example to sum
up, clarify and conclude the particular example, given there seemed to be some confusion.
Other members asked questions relating to blogs etc. of which responses were also provided.
Unfortunately, there were individual conversations occurring around the table which was quite
disruptive and therefore I think may have been where it was missed what led to the CEO seeking
clarification to this scenario. You will recall he personalised it to his daughter and himself.
As discussed, legal advice will be forwarded to the council and passed onto Members summarising
conflict of interest and the code of conduct and Member obligations including the scenarios
discussed last night. This advice will be for the Council, which means that it will

not be able to be publicly circulated so as to not jeopardise legal professional
privilege. If you wish to have advice that you can distribute publicly, then I would recommend you
seek independent advice relating to your personal scenarios.
Kind regards Rebecca Wilson LLB/LP, BA, Grad Dip ACG, AGIA, ACIS
Group Manager Governance and Risk City of Unley
Ros and I engaged at our expense a Legal frim to give us advice.
Email from Principal Policy Planner
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Hi Michael

The presented SCPA Report in the CS&DPC Agenda is not recommending any amendments to the
original draft DPA policy changes released in September 2016 in regard to the north east section of
the DCe Zone on Unley Road north of Frederick Street.
However, the outcome overall would be an affirmation of the proposed changes that were part of
the original draft DPA and whatever value change they may have.
Trust this clarifies the situation.
David Brown RPIA
Principal Policy Planner
City of Unley | PO Box 1 Unley 5061
t 08 8372 5185│f 08 8271 4886
www.unley.sa.gov.au

 please consider the environment before printing this email
From: Michael Hewitson
Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 2:48 PM
To: David Brown
Subject: Agenda Tuesday 14th

Dear David,
Please would you confirm that the City Strategy and Development Policy Committee in its
agenda on Monday 14th of March 2017 is making no decision that would reflect a material value
change on 96 Frederick Street Unley.
With my good wishes
Michael

Michael Hewitson AM
Councillor City of Unley
08 82719731
http://michaelhewitson.blogspot.com.au/
x

Wed, Mar 15, 2017 at 5:09 PM +1030, "crowthers@adam.com.au" <crowthers@adam.com.au>

"Dear Mr Whiterod,
My wife and I are greatly concerned that our elected councillor Michael Hewitson is being prevented
from attending important meetings on Unley's Development Plan Amendment owing to a perceived
conflict of interest in that his son has a house that borders the DPA area. Councillor Hewitson has
been very open and helpful to his constituents and we have every confidence in his ability to
represent our interests in the DPA. We consider that his son's ownership of adjacent property is a
very minor consideration and that he should not be debarred from these meetings. We also note
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that another councillor whose ward is affected has been debarred, leaving constituents basically
unrepresented which is an affront to our democratic rights. We therefore ask you to pass on our
request to Mr Rau that Councillor Hewitson be permitted to attend future DPA meetings and
represent us.
Prof John Crowther
Prof Anne Crowther
19 Thomas Street
Unley"
xi

From: Whiterod, David (DPTI) <david.whiterod@sa.gov.au>
Sent: Tuesday, March 14, 2017 10:10 AM
Subject: RE: Application for approval under Section 74(3)(b) of the Local Government Act
To: 'Mark Henderson' <mark.henderson@kainlawyers.com.au>
Cc: Michael Hewitson <mhewitson@unley.sa.gov.au>, Hart, Alex (DPTI) <alex.hart@sa.gov.au>

Hello Mark

I have been advised that the Minister has considered your request for Cr Hewitson’s
approval and has decided—as there is a very clear material interest at play—to not provide
the approval on this occasion.

We will organise for a letter formally advising of this decision to be provided to your office.

Regards,
David
---------------------------------------------David Whiterod
Team leader—Local Government Policy Unit
Office of Local Government
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure
T 08 7109 7142 (97142) • M 0413 844 411 • E david.whiterod@sa.gov.au
Level 9, Roma Mitchell House, 136 North Terrace ADELAIDE SA 5000 • PO 1815 Adelaide SA 5000
• DX 171 • www.dpti.sa.gov.au

